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One in three men looking- at this photograpt

is an incest perpetrator.

The National Ubrary supplies copies of this
article under licence from the Copyright
Agency Urnited (CAL). Further reproductions
of this article can only'be made under licence.

"Maiden," the mother corrects.

A boundary is established between what is an
acceptable representation and what (5 not. Censorship is
the enforcing and patrolling of that boundary, the
removal and suppression of material that exceeds it. This
is supposed to be a protective paternal act, for the good of
those who are less capable.

"And then?" the little girl asks.

"Then the maiden said, 'Shoo! Shoo! Don't eat up all
our cabbages, little rabbit!' the mother reads gazing
down at her pretty child thinking they look like a
picture in a book - mother reading to child.

"I know, I know the rest!" the little girl shouts.

"OK, tell mommy," the mother knows she looks like
an angel with light pouring through her lovely stained
glass body.

"The rabbit says, 'Sit on my tail and go with me to my
rabbit hutch.'''

"The little girl - "

"But the maiden would not," the mother supplies.
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"She goes to the house. JI

"Hutch, rabbit hutch."

Jasmine-Hirsl One in Three 1994,
photo/drawing 103 x 178 cm

"House, it was a house," the little girl inSlsts, "and the rabbit shows her
pictures and makes her lick there!" she points between her legs.

"That is not - "

"The rabbit brother does THIS." the little girl slicks her finger up her
vagina.

The mother's face breaks into witch pieces of jagged blue glass and she
screams. "That is NOT the way the story goes. That's filthy! If I ever hear
you talk like that again - " the mother doesn't finish, she is trembling like
bits of colour in a kaleidoscope, she looks at the book and reads, "Come
maiden,' said the rabbit, 'sit on my tail and go with me to my rabbit
hutch: But the maiden would not."t
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This is the first censorship A child expresses something
of the way it is with them. An adult sees it and can't cope.
It shatters their Idea of the way the world is and should
be. They respond by denying. They say "It isn't. It doesn't.
That can't be true ... ", over and over with their eyes shut.
This thing IS unacceptable and therefore the child is lying,
the child is bad.

Wlwt I've done is: I've buried all tllat in my mind. AI/d
there's all nnwzing strata ofanger in me .. I dislike the
fnct that because you're a woman you can't do thillgs.
that ti,e word "NO!" is ttle very first word you /eam alld
it's bumt in your flesh.!

Silenced incest children draw pictures of genitals,
behave obscenely with their little friends, misbehave in
school, get fat, get depressed, take drugs, fuck around, cut
their own flesh. But things can't really be silenced.

...we were tallght to channel anger, rage,feelings of
Insewrity - to channel what would be "negative" energy
masoclllstically. We were taught not to do it directly - Ilot
to go out and hit sameone,jor example - but to do it so
we'd hurt ou.rselves. J

If the impetus is there, it will find a way. Censorship
pushes it into different forms and, in doing so, protects
the status quo. If a raped child fights with her school
mates and cuts her own flesh then It is a behavioural
problem and that's what families and schools are meant to

Linda Dement
Above: Nothing Wrong from interactive work Typhoid Mary 1992
Below: Suck my cock from interactive work Typlwid Mary 1992

Opposite page: Gasll.J digitJ.1 image, 1996
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Jasmine Hirst Six 1995, photo/drawing 51 x 61 cm

be good at dealing with, and so the family and the
educational institution are maintained and even re
enforced. If they can't cope, then the legal institutions can
step in and earn some money, prison guards can cop a
feel. Laws were made by men who fuck their daughters. If
a child is raped and silenced young enough she'll fracture
into multiples and can then be dismissed as mad, dealt
with in medical institutions, sedated, restrained and
fucked by doctors too. The institutions form a self
supporting circle, each one patting the arse of the one
before. If a raped child speaks publicly and is believed
then this is blown apart. The circle falls.

This is why the denial is so hysterical; there's a huge
fear that the structures of life may collapse. We can't have
girls on stages, in films, in books, on TV, talking about
their childhood abuse, teenage rape or their work in the

sex industry. Judge whatsisface then can't go get his
headjob at lunchtime because the prostitute he sees might
air it in public next week.

" ...A society that censors is a society that
lies to itself about its narure... "~

The paternal kindness of censorship, protecting us from
damage and evil, is actually a protection of pater himself,
his position, hiS power, his pleasures.

Censorship, suppression, eXClsion, the destruction of
materials, the ability to threaten, the raised fist hovering:
these are acts of violence.

Photographer Jasmine Hirst had an exhibition for her
Master of Arts graduation. A man left a threat on her

.work telling her You are a dog You belong in prison and
saying he would come back and do violence to her.

He said it isn't true what she says, it doesn't happen.
She's a liar. Because she was saying these ternble things
about incest and rape, up there, on the wall, in public, she
was actually doing it in order to hurt him, to disturb his
world. She was therefore wrong. She had to be wrong. She
deserved punishment. He saw hImself as the authority,
with the right and responsibility to take control and
maintain the starus quo that protected his world.

His attempt at censorship was supported by the arts
instirution through their obstructive inaction. Complaints
were made over and over through all the right channels.
Hirst was shunted from department to department, from
cancelled appointment to cancelled appointment.
Eventually she left the school and when she continued to
ask what was to be done she was told that she was no
longer a student and therefore they couldn't do anything.
The issue was never arbitrated by the powers that be,
because they are just that - the powers that be.

The endemic abuse of girls and women is an mtegral
part of our society, of the systems that we live within, of
all the institutions of our culture, of the ways we are
formed. These systems in fact have always depended
upon women being silent. Abusive power requires
censorship.

Woman constitutes the position of object, the other in
relation to the hegemonic male subject. The mechanisms
of representation exclude women from participation in the
symbolic order as speaking subjects: their absence both
guarantees identity and makes signification feasible.;

In other words, it is the white middle class heterosexual
male voice that speaks and in order for him to speak, the
woman (black/poor/queer) must be quiet. She serves the
function of being the one spoken of, spoken through and
spoken at.
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There was an Oprah Winfrey show about husbands and
wives who had trouble communicating. It came out that
the wives frequently wouldn't say what they thought
because they were scared that the man would become
vIOlent If he disagreed. Why don't you tell him? Because
I'm scared. What of? That he will hit me. The threat of
violence silences.

if every day [ thought about all the things f'm not
'supposed' to do because f'm a woman, and all the zuays in
which I'm not s~lppased to be - I couldn't exist:'

Pom, violence, obscenity, immorality, legal or illegaL
they have their places - under the counter, in the sealed
section, up the Cross, in the brothel, behind closed doors
at home. They are subject to censorship only when out of
bounds.

Boring dumb white boy hetero porn is available
available avaIlable.

Annie Sprmkle could do all the sex work she wants in
dark and private places, brothels and strip shows, but
when she turns it to public performance, she is
disallowed: February 1998 - Annie Spnnkle not permitted
to perform in Sydney.

Beautiful teenagers can pretend to be tortured and
fucked for the pleasures of old men but not in an 'art' film
cnticising the obscenity of political power: March 1998 
Sala by Pasolini re-banned (had screened here since 1993).

Women can be raped and men and women mutilated
and murdered on prime time TV but the B-grade story of~'

a woman killing to avenge her rape cannot: April 1998 -
1Spit all your grave banned (had been available on video in
Australia for 10 years).

Censorship is about as effective as prohibition.

The underground, the internet, subcultures and
stlbversions are often more stimulated by excision than
damaged. Tell us to shut up and we only scream the
louder. And with new technologies allowing low cost,
small scale productions to reach massive audiences via the
uncontrollable intemet and unerasable CD ROM, we are
heard all around the world.

Censorship is about protecting the position of those
who censor. It's a neurotJc denial, an hysterical attempt to
enforce a boundary between the acceptable and
unacceptable, by suppressing and destroying anything
from the wrong side. It's the lie that keeps things running
smoothly. It's an act of violence by the powers that be, to
try to contain representations that threaten their
continued comfort. It is a panicked backlash as those in
power discover that they are losing theIr grip, as the ones
who once were in their service speak too loudly and out of
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The next man to touch me dies.

Jasmine Hirst Touch 1995, photo/drawing 51 x 61 cm

place, no longer silent under theu control. Their position
is crumbling. Attempts at regaming ground fail They
panic over their failIng hold on women and children and
queers and blacks and technologies and information and
everything everything. They try to reclaim something by
bannmg one more story while a hundred more have been
created and we've already been to the websites. Fucken
pathetic. 0
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